isosceles trapezoids) and made into precious floors, using the
so-called opus sectile technique as well as inlay of the highest
quality. In several parts of the complex, probably service
rooms or unroofed areas, the floors were made of small

creature with ears, tail and hoofs of a goat. The objects
brought to light during excavation in the Torre site reflect the
wealth and the refinement of the original owner. It would be
difficult to discover his identity, but in the Concordia area a
possible name may have emerged: T. Trebellenus Rufus, an
important political figure, trusted by the Emperors Augustus
and Tiberius, governor of Thrace in 53 AD, who committed
suicide after being accused of lèse-majesté.
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terracotta cubes. The inside walls of the Villa were decorated
with frescoes: themes from the flora of the natural world and
marine figures, as well as mythological subjects, in particular
the wars between the Persians and the Greeks, or the Greeks
and the Amazons, or an episode from the saga of Achilles. A
few elements of precious sheets of marble from the Orient
were used for wall decorations; some engraved, some in the
form of baseboards, mouldings (astragals) and frames. The
discovery of numerous small pieces of glass in shades of
turquoise, green and blue, some made more iridescent thanks
to gold leaf, lead to the conclusion that some walls of the Villa
were decorated with mosaics (opus musivum technique).
A piece of a small statue in white Luni marble was also found
near these materials: it is probably a Satyr, the mythological

in collaboration with

The external area of the Villa can be seen during the
opening hours of the Parco Comunale del Noncello
(from 8 am to sunset)
Open to groups and guided tours upon request (M useo
Archeologico del Friuli Occidentale - Castello di Torre,
Via Vittorio Veneto 21 , 331 70 Torre di Pordenone;
phone/fax +39 0434-541 433 - in the morning;
www. com u n e. porden on e. i t/m u seoarch eol ogi co)

CIVIC ARCHAEOLOGICAL MUSEUM
OF WESTERN FRIULI
TORRE CASTLE

Count Giuseppe di Ragogna and the Discovery of the Villa
It was thanks to Count Giuseppe di Ragogna, the noble
owner of the Torre Castle, that the Roman Villa in Torre was
discovered and brought to light. Around 1 934, the Count’s
interest in the origins of the Pordenone area was aroused by
the fortuitous discovery of some ancient burials in his garden.
In 1 940 and in 1 948 he did some exploratory digging along
the sides of the nearby Torre parish church, St. Ilario and St.
Taziano, while in 1 950 and 1 952 he excavated the remains of
the villa near the Noncello river. At that time the ruins were
thought to be Roman baths because of the presence of small
brick piers (suspensurae).

Count Giuseppe di Ragogna was self-taught: he always
worked independently of - and often in conflict with institutional authority. In addition to his discoveries, he must
also be given credit for his work towards divulging information
to the general public, through articles published in the local
newspapers, through exhibitions, radio broadcasts and
lectures: the archaeological material gathered was even made
accessible to the general public in an exhibition which he
himself organized in the rooms of the Torre Castle. The castle
was left to the Friuli Venezia Giulia Region after the Count’s
death in 1 970. The region refused the bequest, and the castle
passed to his sister, Giuseppina, who later bequeathed it to
the City of Pordenone.

The structures of the Villa
In 3000/2000 B.C. an arm of the Cellina river ran through the
area: this disappeared and was later replaced by the

resurgence of the system of springs of the Noncello river
(probably during the pre-Roman period, between the
eighth/seventh centuries BC and the fourth/third centuries
BC), which created a marshy, fen-like environment. At the
time of the construction of the first residential complex (first
century BC), the riverbed was located in a slightly different
position - more eastward - and did not intersect the buildings
as it does now. The choice of the site was surely dictated by
the confluence of two major streams, though insufficient
attention was given to the instability of the system: in fact,
around the second century AD, the villa was flooded
disastrously when the Cellina river returned to its ancient bed
for a brief period. Thus the surviving structures are only the
relics of a much larger architectural complex, which extended
to the west and to the east: a hypocaust remains from this
period, a system for heating rooms (calidarium/tepidarium)
through the emission of hot air underneath a floor elevated by
a series of small brick
piers
(suspensurae).
The dismantling of the
decorative
elements
can be correlated to the
partial destruction by
flood. There is evidence
of later recovery of the
structure; changes were
made to the original
floor plan and function
of the rooms, which
were designated for work with agricultural produce; the room
with suspensurae appears to have had special significance,
probably because the elevated floor provided protection from
humidity. It is also probable that a succession of larger rooms,

possibly open to a small courtyard, were reserved for the
preparation, drying and storage of agricultural goods that
were meant for commerce.

Construction material, floor and wall decoration of
the Villa
The walls of the Villa were built both of brick and stone; the
roof was made of different types of tiles, some of which were
specially shaped to permit the placing of the chimney. Others
were decorated, particularly with the figure of the Gorgon, to
decorate the peak and
the slopes of the roof.
Also remaining are brick
pipes
(tubuli)
of
rectangular cross-section,
tiles with cone-shaped
protuberances (tegulae
mammatae),
which
permitted the circulation
of warm air, and
fragments of a clay
conduit,
probably
intended as a water
passage (fistula aquaria).
The floors of the Villa were mosaic: some are of rough design,
others are more refined; valuable marble was cut into a
variety of sizes and shapes (triangles, diamonds, rectangles,

